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Background
One of the factors motivating institutional repositories is the potential efficiency gains in various parts
of the scientific and scholarly publishing cycle: visibility, dissemination, use and impact. Researchers
want their work disseminated and used, and need it to be cited. Institutions want to increase their
visibility, and funders want to maximise the effect of their investments. Both citations and downloads
are relevant evidence for the use of research, and many recent studies have shown that in a variety of
communities, download figures for open access papers are strongly correlated with subsequent
citations.
Download data is being logged by every repository as a by-product of the Web requests they receive.
This raw data is being and turned into useful download statistics for individual papers and users by a
growing number of institutional repositories, thematic repositories (e.g. RePEc) and OAI services (e.g.
Citebase). However, there is no consensus over what data needs to be collected, what filtering
mechanisms are appropriate, and what analyses are useful for academics in various disciplines.

Figure 1a: AWStats

Figure 1b: Google Analytics

The most common approach to gathering statistics on repository usage has been the application of
common web sites analysis tools, such as AWStats (Fig 1a) which is hosted on the repositoryʼs local
web server and Google Analytics (Fig 1b) which is hosted externally by Google. However, both of
these techniques suffer from the limitation that they treat the website as a whole, with a broad
selection of information available about general usage, but the information about specific pages (in the
case of a repository, specific eprints or bitstreams) is very much reduced.
Homegrown solutions have been used by various repositories and are processed and presented to
the local community in various ways. For example as download statistics for each eprint broken down
by countries of origin, or as a league table of most-accessed documents and most-read authors. Such
statistics may be made public, or may be used internally by repository management as evidence of
the effectiveness of the repository. While satisfying a local need to provide usage figures, these
statistics open up further problems for the repository community
(a) they are not sharable, often provided in graphical form, or available to authorised users only
(b) there is no agreement as to how to share such information (standard statistics, standard locations,
standard formats)
(c) there is no agreed baseline for comparison of the statistics.
Furthermore, received wisdom is that Web logs statistics are inaccurate and misleading, despite being
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the basis of many analysis tools, and the foundation upon which many business and marketing
decisions are taken. It is true that there are well-rehearsed problems with the interpretation of web
logs; naïve summaries of web sites based on unscreened totals of user clicks lacking careful pruning
and any form of contextual information are indeed unhelpful. However, Institutional Repositories are
not arbitrary web sites; they are well-designed information resources, with a regular and interpretable
structure and a well-defined objective. They contain a large array of ʻrecordsʼ or ʻitemsʼ, each of which
hosts links to component bitstreams; this regularity and the interpretation of each item playing an
objectified and understood role in the scholarly and scientific communication environment means that
a repository avoids many of the problems of general web site analysis.
There are still issues of interpretation that make analysing the usage of repositories difficult; however
rejecting web log statistics out of hand because they are less than 100% accurate is an over-reaction.
Web logs contain evidence of user interaction with the repository and its contents; we should maintain
a cautious and balanced approach to the interpretation of such evidence, but we should not eschew it.
Web logs do not contain ALL the evidence that we would like, nor is all the evidence that they do
contain about human users. They also record evidence of search engine crawler interaction with the
repository, and as the number of such engines and the depth of their coverage increases, the burden
of services like Google and Yahoo increases dramatically.
In an ideal world authors would like to know how much “genuine academic usage” each item in a
repository achieved. Authors are less interested in how many “clicks” a paper attracted than in how
many researchers “engaged with the contribution” of the paper. A paper that is intentionally
ʻdownloadedʼ and even ʻprintedʼ as part of a trawl of the latest papers on a topic may in fact be
discarded after a brief glance at the title. Not only is this impossible to determine, but even if the paper
is subsequently cited it still may not have been read!
Overall, there has been no consensus building yet among stakeholders over what data needs to be
collected, what filtering mechanisms are appropriate, and what analyses are useful for academics in
various disciplines and for the publishing industry who have a natural interest in the usage of Open
Access versions of their subscription-articles. However, appropriate analyses of the usage of a
repository should be able to answer the questions of multiple stakeholders for multiple purposes.
•

For a researcher: how much attention is my research receiving and from whom? What items are
currently receiving most/least attention? How have people found out about my work? Am I
generating the same amount of attention as my peers/colleagues/competitors?

•

For a research manager: what marketing activities and web site restructurings boost the audience
for the institutionʼs research? Which items are getting disproportionate attention, and why?

•

For a repository manager: is the repository being used in line with its business objectives? How
many items are being deposited/downloaded, how often, of what type and by what part of the
repositoryʼs constituency?

•

For repository designers: How are repositories used? What information seeking behaviour is
evidenced in the logs? What internal navigation or searching features are evidenced? How should
measured repository usage inform the design of next generation repositories?

•

For open access campaigners and repository funders: Which repositories are live and effective,
and how is this related to their policy and administration? In the long term, how is the pattern of
downloads correlated to the pattern of citations?

•

For library funders and publishers: how do the download figures for an authorʼs eprint contribute
to the total usage of the published article as measured by the publishersʼ holdings.

Implementation
The JISC Interoperable Repository Statistics project (irs.eprints.org) addressed these issues. Its first
task was to design an open API to collect usage data from repositories was relatively straightforward.
The concept of an access can be neatly captured by the OpenURL ContextObject schema, and this
can be delivered by the OAI-PMH protocol. Making the sharing (technical interoperability) of the usage
information build on an existing protocol that all repositories already support, reduces any barrier to
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adoption and the expense of supporting this new repository feature.
In order to give repository managers a choice of service modalities, the project looked at providing
both an OAI service for providing analyses of statistics and also a repository-hosted software module
for providing locally-produced and locally-incorporated analyses, graphs and visualizations.
Both these approaches are shown in figure 2. Repository users might be able to see a full report of
the usage of their articles if they were to go to the Citebase web site. In addition, Citebase offered
thumbnail usage graphs for the repository to include directly in its web pages. Consequently, simply
by making its log files available for harvest (to select services), a repository (based on whatever
software) may gain a valuable usage analysis service without the overhead of having to run any
processing internally.

Figure 2: IRS software and the Repository

In addition, the repository may choose to process the log table internally by performing its own crawler
filtering and data transformation (using tools such as the GeoIP library) to create another database
table that is oriented towards user queries. This construction of this final table is designed to efficiently
create reports that allow individual users to see aggregated overviews of the downloads of all their
papers, broken down by year/week/month/quarter (displayed in tabular or chart form or exported as a
spreadsheet) or to drill down to individual accesses from specific sites in responses to specific query
terms from an external search engine. It is this flexibility which the stakeholders (above) need, so that
they can explore the as yet unknown whys and wherefores that contribute to the use of their
intellectual outputs.
It was this version of the software (rather than the OAI service as prototyped by Citebase) which
became the main focus of the IRS project, and resulted in the IRStats package that allows repository
managers to incorporate it into their repositories under their own control.

IRStats Package
IRStats is an open source software package for analysing the use of items in institutional repositories.
This package includes components for sharing repository usage data and for analysing it locally to
produce graphs, charts and tables to include in the host repository. The package reads the repository
web logs and creates a database of access events. That database is used to respond to OAI queries
from download analysis services (on a pre-arranged basis to maintain necessary privacy) and also
used to drive the local analysis software. The local analysis components provide a palette of charts,
tables and graphs for the repository manager to include in the local site or to provide as private
management reports as required.
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Figure 3: The Download Dashboard Visualisation

The range of analyses encompasses simple access counts (how many times was this item
downloaded), league table functionality (what are the top 10 most downloaded items / authors) and
more sophisticated calculations (which items are the ‘highest climbers’ in the league tables). A simple
deployment of the statistics might be to include a monthly download graph on each item’s abstract
page; a more extensive use of the package could make an aggregate collection of statistics available
from different perspectives. One such pre-prepared example is provided by IRStats – the so-called
“Download Dashboard” (see figure 3) intended to give the author of an item a comprehensive picture
of its accesses and the reason for those accesses.
The selection of visualisations is provided by a form interface that allows the user (or repository
manger/designer) to select the individual record or collection aggregate whose bitstream downloads
are to be analysed, the time period over which the analysis occurs and the visualisation required (the
graph, chart or table). The result is an HTML fragment which can be incorporated into a portal, user’s
web page or (more likely) a repository.

Conclusions
This project aimed to achieve a mechanism for capturing, using and sharing download information
about repository resources in a way that was comparable between repositories and repository
platforms. Statistics services are a natural area for repositories to move into. At one level they provide
the repository management with a comprehensive understanding of the use of their environment, the
impact of policy or functional updates and provide their institution’s senior management evidence of
the return on investment. At another level they provide researchers and authors with valuable
information on the interest in their intellectual work and (crucially) insight into how their work is being
promoted or referred to, and how their own digital profile is manifest.
In an environment where the Web is a platform for research, it is essential that researchers and
managers are given the tools to understand the channels through which their own work is made
available, the visibility and effectiveness of their distribution mechanisms. An increasing number of
studies (Hitchcock 2004-7) demonstrate the link between increased downloads and increased
citations; in a scholarly culture where citation increasingly defines research quality which in turn
controls research funding, repository statistics are not merely interesting commentaries on surfing
habits in the scholarly community, but vital business intelligence.
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